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ARTICLE 1. RECOGNITION
A. The New Paltz Central School District recognizes the New Paltz Central School Bus
Drivers Association as the exclusive bargaining agent for a negotiating unit which will include (a)
regular full-time drivers; (b) regular part-time drivers; and (c) the head bus driver.
B. The District will provide a copy of this Agreement to each unit member for the life
of this Agreement.
ARTICLE 2. EMPLOYEE STATUS
All bus drivers are hourly employees:
A. Regular Part-Time Driver - An employee hired to drive an A.M. or P.M. run, or a
regularly scheduled run of at least 72 days, but less than 140 days per school year.
B. Regular Full-Time Driver - An employee hired to drive both an A.M. and a P.M. run
for at least 140 days per year.
C. Substitute Driver - A substitute driver is defined as an individual hired to cover work
nonnally assigned to a Regular Driver.
If a substitute drives the same established run for a period of twenty (20) consecutive work
days, he/she will be paid for any snow day that occurs during the period of his/her continued
employment in that position. A substitute driver will not be removed from that established bus run
in order to avoid payment for any snow days. Substitute drivers will be paid regular driver's scale
when called to work on a regular run for fifty (50) days or more.
D. Any substitute called in to do a regular driver's run has the option to do all of that
driver's run (i.e., Midday, late, run, etc.) for which the regular driver is not available.
E. Head Bus Driver - An employee hired to assist in the Transportation Office for 40
hours per week. This position may be required to drive an established run or drive as needed at the
direction of the Transportation Supervisor/designee. The employee in this position will work 216
days (including 11 holidays), for eight hours per day.
F. Seniority -For all Regular Drivers who begin employment after the date of signing
of this contract, seniority will be defined by the first day that a person is paid as a regular driver for
the District. This applies for continuous employment exclusive of approved leaves of absence. A
one year leave of absence (loa) will not accrue to seniority. The seniority date will be the effective
date of employment as approved by the Board of Education. In the event of a seniority date tie the
individual with the lower Social Security number will be given seniority.
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Seniority applies to the Head Bus Driver only in the rotation of assigning extra tgpS and in
the event that he/she should return to regular driver status direct from being employed as Head Bus
Driver.
The Seniority List attached hereto as signed by the Association President and the
Transportation Supervision is accepted as the current Seniority List for all regular drivers hired
before the date of signing of this contract. The Association President and the Transportation
Supervisor will sign off on the Seniority List as needed, prior to posting of ensuing year's runs.
The parties acknowledge that excising staff will be based on seniority, least senior drivers
affected first.
ARTICLE 3. ASSOCIATION RIGHTS
A. The Association will be provided with a bulletin board at the Transportation
Department Offices for official union notices or bulletins. Such material must deal with the legal,
proper and legitimate business of the Association. The material must be signed or the source of such
material identifiable. The District shall not be responsible for the contents of such material.
B. The President of the Association or his/her designee will be allowed a maximum of
two (2) days off without pay for the purpose of attending national, state or local union meetings,
conferences or conventions.
C. The Association may be permitted to use the school buildings for union meetings,
provided it does not interfere with normal school functions, as long as these meetings deal with the
legal, proper and legitimate business of the Association. Prior permission for the use of the puilding
must be obtained from the Superintendent or his/her designee using the appropriate forms.
D. The Association through office personnel may use the School District's copying
equipment during the normal workday provided the equipment is not otherwise in use and it may
only be used for the legal, proper and legitimate business of the Association. The District will charge
the Association it's customary fee for such duplication.
E. The District shall deduct for District recognized credit unions, bank deposits and tax-
sheltered annuities from the salaries of unit members who shall so authorize in writing.
F. The District will provide the Association with an agenda before each Board meeting.
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ARTICLE 4. PERSONNEL FILES
An employee will be allowed to review hislher personnel file in the District Office during
the regular business hours and must make an appointment to do so with the Office of Director of
Business. The employee may have a union representative present and may make copies of the
material at hislher expense. An employee requesting to review hislher file shall be required to sign
for the file indicating the date and time of said review. With the exception of personal references
received as part of one's application and prior to employment, any negative or derogatory material
placed in one's personnel file must be signed or initialed by the employee indicating that they have
seen it, and a copy of such material will be given to the employee upon request. He/she may then
file a written response to be attached and retained with the material in question.
ARTICLE 5. VACANCIES
The District shall post all vacant bargaining unit positions. A copy will be mailed to the
President of the Association whenever a vacancy occurs. At this time the position will be open to
regular drivers by seniority if the position adds at least 20 minutes to their time
ARTICLE 6. USE OF PERSONAL VEHICLE FOR BUSINESS
The employee will be reimbursed at the rate established by the Board of Education, if the
employee is directed by the Transportation Supervisor or Superintendent of Schools or hislher
designee to use hislher own personal vehicle for School District business or for mandated courses.
Mileage and locations will be indicated on submittal for reimbursement. Parking and tolls will only
be reimbursed upon presentation of valid receipts.
ARTICLE 7. DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURES
Bus drivers shall be advised as soon as possible of concerns brought to the District's attention
that may lead to a disciplinary hearing with the Superintendent of Schools, or ruslher designee. No
formal disciplinary hearing before the Superintendent shall be held within 24 hours following such
notification. The Transportation Supervisor shall be invited to the hearing, as well as an Association
representation of the bus driver's choice. The Superintendent's decision is final and binding upon
the employee and the Union and shall not be subject to review under grievance procedures.
ARTICLE 8. PERSONAL LEAVE
1. Employees may be granted two (2) personal leave days a year with pay at the
discretion of the Superintendent of Schools.
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2. Requests for personal days must be indicated on the designated form and r.eceived at
least two (2) days, when possible, prior to the date requested and must state the reason for the
request. Acknowledgment of. the request by immediate supervisor must be indicated on the
designated form. Employees requesting personal leave shall receive an acceptance or denial of said
leave request within 48 hours of submitting the request, except in an emergency, when an immediate
response will be requested.
3. Personal leave shall be used only for business that cannot be done outside of the
regular work day or work week. Such business may include, but is not limited to:
a.
b.
c.
Legal or financial matters;
Personal family matters;
Medical related matters.
4. Personal leave will not be used to extend school designated holidays and recesses.
5. Unused personal leave shall be accumulated as sick leave on the basis of one
accumulated sick day for each unused personal leave day.
ARTICLE 9. LEAVE OF ABSENCE
A. Long-Term Non-Salaried Leave
An employee may be granted a leave of absence, without pay, not to exceed one (1) year,
with the approval of the Board of Education. Except in emergencies, such leave requests must be
submitted, in writing, to the Superintendent at least six (6) weeks prior to the desired leave date,
setting forth both leave commencement and termination dates, and notice of intention to return from
leave must be submitted to the Superintendent at least sixty (60) days before the leave termination
date or else the employee shall be deemed to have voluntarily quit from his/her position and there
shall be no requirement for the Employer to conduct a hearing regarding such matter. Any employee
who fails to return to work on the leave return date shall be deemed to have voluntarily quit from
his/her position and there shall be no requirement for the Employer to conduct a hearing regarding
such matter.
B. Short- Tenn Non-Salaried Leave
1. Regular drivers may be granted a short term non-salaried leave of absence not to
exceed fourteen (14) calendar days with the approval of the Board of Education.
2. No more than one (1) such leave may be granted to two (2) unit members at a time.
3. Personnel requesting such leave must present their request in writing at least two (2)
weeks in advance of the leave date.
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4. Unit members may be granted no more than one such leave over the course of the
schoolyear. No short-term,non-salariedleavewill be grantedduringthe months of September and
June.
ARTICLE 10. BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
In the event of a death in the employee's family, said employee may take up to five (5) days
bereavement leave with pay.
For purposes of bereavement leave, family shall be defined as parents, spouse, children,
siblings, mother-in-law, father-in-law, grandparents, grandchildren and other person residing in the
employee's household.
Additional days of bereavement leave may be taken from accumulated sick leave for
extenuating circumstances to be approved by the Superintendent of Schools.
ARTICLE 11. FAMILY LEAVE
In the event of severe illness in an employee's family as defined above, said employee will
be granted a family leave of up to five (5) days with pay if he/she has unused Personal and/or sick
leave days. If the employee has no accumulated sick days and the donation of days from unit
members is not forthcoming and additional family leave days are requested, they may be granted
consistent with the provisions of the Family Medical Leave Act of 1993. Additional Leave without
pay may be granted by the Board of Education.
ARTICLE 12. SICK LEAVE
1. Employees will be granted sick leave on the basis often (10) days per year for ten-
month employees and eleven (11) days per year for the head bus driver, being accrued at the rate of
one (1) day per month. Sick leave days may be accumulated, up to 180 days in total. The District
shall maintain New York State Disability Insurance coverage.
2. The District reserves the right to request a written statement supported by a doctor's
certificate after three (3) days of successive absence or at any time if there is suspected employee
abuse. A nominal fee, not to exceed the doctor's office visit less any amount reimbursed through
insurance, shall be paid by the District to defray the cost of this certificate.
3. Any employee shall be able to receive sick leave, up to a maximum of one day from
one individual employee per school year provided the employee receiving such day has used up all
accumulated sick leave. The donating employee shall notify the District within three (3) days
following expiration of the recipient's accumulated sick leave if a donation is forthcoming. A form
will be provided by the District for the donation of leave.
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4. All accumulated sick leave will be recorded.
5. Employees who retire from the District, and who, at the time of their retirement, are
eligible to retire and draw retirement benefits under the regulations of the New York State
Employee's Retirement System or the Social Security System, shall be paid Thirty ($30.00) Dollars
per day for each day of unused, accumulated sick leave, up to the maximum accumulation set forth
in Section 1, above. As an alternative to receiving such cash payment, the retiring unit member may
elect to apply all of the value of the accumulated sick leave toward the retiree's share of the
contribution to the Health Insurance Plan. Such election must be submitted to the Business Office,
in writing, prior to the unit member's date of retirement.
6. Worker's Compensation
When Worker's Compensation salary reimbursement payments are received by the District,
sick leave days shall be reinstated to the employee's credit on a pro-rata basis utilizing the value that
the reimbursement bears when measured against the employee's current per diem rate.
7. Each regular bus driver may elect to receive an amount equal to one (1) day's pay for
each of five (5) unused sick days of the ten (10) earned in one work year. The employee may elect
to not receive pay for the five (5) days, as stated above, but may choose to designate them towards
"sick leave, cumulative".
ARTICLE 13. RELIGIOUS LEAVE
Days taken off for religious observance will not be charged against sick or personal leave,
provided approval is given by the Superintendent and provided that the tenets of the employee's
religion prohibit the employee from working on such a day. This provision shall be limited to a
maximum of three (3) days per year.
ARTICLE 14. JURY DUTY
1. Any employee summoned to perform jury duty shall be granted a temporary leave of
absence with full pay. This temporary leave of absence will not be charged to any fonn of leave
contractually granted.
2. It is understood that whenever possible, an employee shall delay or schedule jury duty
so as to minimize conflict with regular school activities.
3.
supervisor.
Any employee on jury duty shall, upon receipt of the summons, notify their immediate
4. The employee shall present to the District a certificate from the clerk of the court
stating the date jury duty began and date jury duty ended.
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ARTICLE 15. HEALTH INSURANCE
A. The District may participate in the Empire Plan or an equivalent plan with full-time
employees and retirees contributing 5% towards the cost of individual coverage and 15% towards
the cost of family coverage. Part-time employees may participate in the District's health insurance
plan by paying the entire premium cost without any District contribution if the plan allows for such
participation.
B. Health Insurance Buy-Out
Within 30 days of the signing of the contract, and each year thereafter, on or before May 1st,
unit members who desire to receive the annual health insurance buy-out for the next school year shall
inform the Business Administrator by filling out and filing a copy of the District's "Health Insurance
Buy-Out Form".
Once filed, it shall be presumed filed for all subsequent years, unless the Business
Administrator is otherwise notified in writing.
Newly hired unit members shall receive the benefit on a pro-rated basis effective with the
second month in which the Health Insurance Buy-Out Form is filed with the Business Administrator.
Thereafter, such form shall be deemed filed on an annual basis by May 1st, unless the Business
Administrator is otherwise notified in writing, by the employee 30 days prior to May 151.
In return for opting-out, the unit members shall receive ten (10) monthly installments of One
Hundred ($100.00) Dollars each, paid over 20 pay periods.
To be entitled to the payment above, the unit member must produce proof of health i~surance
coverage from another source at the time of application for opting out. Re-entry, when necessary,
shall be governed by the rules of the health insurance planes) provided for in this Agreement.
ARTICLE 16. NPUT BENEFIT TRUST
The District shall contribute the following amounts per year per full-time employee toward
Tier III of the NPUT Benefit Trust. All new unit members hired to regular full-time driver status
are required to join the NPUT Benefit Trust. The District contribution will be $600.00 per full-time
employee in 2001-02; $625.00 in 2002-03; $650.00 in 2003-04; ~d $700.00 in 2004-05.
ARTICLE 17. SICK LEAVE REDUCTION INCENTIVE
Unit members who have not used personal sick leave or family sick leave or unpaid days or
suspensions without pay days for the fiscal year, July 1st through June 30th, shall receive a Three
Hundred ($300.00) Dollar incentive payable on or before December 1st. Unit members using one-
halfa personal sick leave day shall receive a Two Hundred and Fifty ($250.00) Dollar incentive and
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unit members using one personal sick leave day shall receive a Two Hundred ($200.00) Dollars
incentive payable on or before December 1st. The first year for new hires will be pro-rated. A
retired employee who earned this bonus is entitled to receive it also.
ARTICLE 18. TUITION AID PLAN
A. The District shall pay for the"full cost of sending all regular drivers to job-related
training programs which are required or determined to be necessary by the Employer.
B. All full-time regular bargaining unit members shall be reimbursed for 100% of the
tuition costs for college course work up to the per credit rate of S.D.N.Y. New Paltz, upon producing
satisfactory evidence of course completion with a grade of"B" or better. Tuition reimbursement shall
be limited to six (6) credits per semester. To be entitled to this benefit, the course work to be taken
must be approved in advance by the Superintendent of Schools. Appropriate District forms are to
be used for this benefit.
ARTICLE 19 SALARY
A. All regular bus drivers are paid on an hourly basis for actual hours worked or two (2)
hour mimimun. The base pay is computed in 15 minute (+or-) increments according to designated
chosen runs, includes one-half hour driver duty pay and is paid by annualized salary.
B. Substitute drivers are paid on an hourly basis for actual hours worked.
C. Annualized salary will be comprised of 195 paid days per year for all drivers (195
days is based on 180 school days, nine holidays and six snow days).
A snow day is defined as a day when the facility to which a driver is assigned to drive
students does not have students and staff reporting that day due to inclement weather.
D. The hourly rate for regular bus drivers will be $15.71 in 2001-02; $16.34 in 2002-03;
$16.99 in 2003-04 an9 $ 17.6Lin 2004-2005. Drivers hired on or after July 1,2001 will earn $13.50
per hour in 2001-02; $14.04.p~r_hour-in2002~03.;$14.60 per hour in 2003-04 and $15.19,per hour
in 2004-05.
The Head Bus Driver is paid a salary of$23,328.00/year for 2001-02; $2.4,.261.00/year for
.70J>-2:-03;$25,229.00/year for 2003-04 and $26,248.00/year for 2004-2005. This person is expected
to be on duty for 205 days during the period between August 15 and July 15. This is an hourly salary
of$13.50, $14.04, $14.60 and $15.19, respectively.
E. Longevity pay will be paid to regular full-time drivers for years of continuous service,
exclusive of approved leaves of absence, as per the following (regular part-time bus drivers will
receive one-half [l/2] of the rate described) for the years 2000-01,2002-03,2003-04 and 2004-05.
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Twenty-five (25) or more years of service
Twenty (20) or more years of service
Fifteen (15) or more years of service
Ten to fourteen (10-14) years of service
Five to nine (5-9) years of service
F. Safe Driving Incentive
2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05
$500.00
$450.00
$400.00
$350.00
$300.00
$600.00
$550.00
$500.00
$400.00
$300.00
$700.00
$650.00
$600.00
$450.00
$300.00
$800.00
$750.00
$700.00
$500.00
$300.00
Regular drivers will be eligible for a safe driving incentive award to be paid to each
qualifying employee on the next available payroll after June 30th of each year. The award shall be
given to those drivers who for the identified period of time were not the cause in any manner
whatsoever of personal, vehicular or property damage while operating a district-owned vehicle or
while acting in an employee capacity. The incentive award amounts shall be as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.
3 consecutive years of safe driving
5 consecutive years of safe driving
10 consecutive years of safe driving
15 consecutive years of safe driving
20 consecutive years of safe drivinge.
$ 500.00
$ 700.00
$1,000.00
$1,500.00
$2,000.00.
Safe driving records using the above-stated criteria shall be maintained prospectively by the
District effective July 1, 1998 to determine eligibility for the incentive award with the first eligible
award date of June 30, 2001.
ARTICLE 20. HOLIDAYS
A. Regular drivers will be paid for nine (9) holidays per school year.
B. The following days will comprise the eight (8) of the nine (9) holidays:
Veteran's Day
Christmay Day
New Year's Day
Martin Luther King Day
Columbus Day
ThanksgivingvDay
One President's Day
Memorial Day
C. If any of the above listed holidays falls on a Saturday or Sunday, the "Holiday" will
be observed on another day designated by the District.
D. The head bus driver will be paid for 11 holidays per school year to include those
above as '!VeIlas Independence Day and Labor Day.
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ARTICLE 21. SUBSTITUTE DRIVERS SALARYIREGULAR DRIVERS FOR
EXTRA TRIPS AND SUMMER RUNS
The hourly rate for substitute drivers will be $11.23 in 2002-03; $11.68 in 2003-04; $12.14
in 2003-04 and $12.63 in 2004-05. The hourly rate for regular or substitute drivers who, in addition
to their regularly scheduled runs are requested to serve as drivers for extra trips will be $11.23 in
2001-02; $11.68 in 2002-03; $12.14 in 2003-04 and $12.63 in 2004-05. Ifa regular driver drives
during the summer, the rate of pay shall be $13.50 per hour in 2001, $14.04 per hour in 2002, $14.60
per hour in 2003 and $15.19 per hour in 2004. Summer drivers will choose work according to the
seniority list used for regular runs. A driver must be able to drive at least 95% of a summer run to
pick the run.
ARTICLE 22. SUBSTITUTE DRIVERS APPOINTED TO REGULAR DRIVER
STATUS
Any substitute driver who is appointed to regular driver status will be put on probation for
a period of six (6) school months at regular pay. Length of service will be a consideration when a
substitute driver may be hired to fill a vacant full-time position.
ARTICLE 23. MEAL ALLOWANCE AND TOLLS
All drivers will be reimbursed for meal allowance in accordance with these rates: If the
extra trip leaves prior to 7:00 a.m. and returns after 9:00 a.m., the driver will be reimbursed up to
$5.00 for breakfast. If the extra trip leaves prior to 11:00 a.m. and returns after 1:00 p.m., the driver
will be reimbursed up to $7.00 for lunch, or if the extra trip leaves prior to 5:00 p.m. and returns after
7:00 p.m., the driver will be reimbursed up to $10.00 for dinner. Receipts will be required fpr meals
and tolls. No money will be released to an employee without proper receipts.
ARTICLE 24. HOURS OF EMPLOYMENT AND SELECTION OF RUNS
Hours of employment are as assigned. In addition, no later than August 15 of each school
year a list will be posted with the anticipated scheduled runs and the approximate number of hours
per day for each run. Drivers will select these runs by seniority. If during the first two weeks of
school a scheduled run changes by more than 20 minutes, the affected drivers may request
reassignment to another run in accordance with seniority and qualifications. If during the school
year any of these regularly scheduled runs are reduced by more than twenty (20) minutes per day,
then the affected driver of that run may request reassignment to another run in accordance with their
seniority if they are qualified, and if the run decreases by twenty (20) minutes or more, pay will be
decreased by the same. If a driver's run is changed, the affected driver shall sign for a new run
within three (3) working days.
Drivers will report for assigned Superintendent's Conference Day activities.
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ARTICLE 25. BUS DRIVER'S DUTIES
These duties are descriptive only and are not all inclusive.
A. Drivers are required to call in one (1) hour prior to their regularly scheduled report
time if they will not be there.
B. Drivers are required to sign-in ten (10) minutes ahead of their regular departure, so .
that Dispatcher is aware that run is covered.
c. Drivers will remain on their bus at all times when students are on board.
D. Drivers are to fill out tachographs every day, for every run, so long as the tachograph
is installed and operational. Every driver will complete their own tachograph for each bus they drive
on any given day.
E. Drivers are to sweep the floor and clean the dash, along with washing the inside and
outside windows of their bus. Floor and dash must be cleaned daily.
F. Each driver is responsible for fueling his/her own bus per the schedule established
by the Transportation Supervisor.
For the duties outlined above, each driver will be paid for one-half (Y2) hour per paid
day.
G. The outside of the bus will be cleaned by garage personnel or bus drivers, at the
District's option. Drivers shall be compensated for such work in minimum blocks of one-quarter
. (~) of an hour. The Employer shall furnish four (4) sets of rain gear for use in washing bus
exteriors.
H. When school is canceled because of inclement weather, the employer shall have the
right to assign employees to duties for up to two (2) hours on days when employees arrive to work
due to late notice. Employees shall be paid at their regular hourly rate for such work.
ARTICLE 26. NON-UNIT DRIVERS
A mechanic/driver will drive District transportation vehicles in an emergency situation only.
ARTICLE 27. EMERGENCY OVERTIME
Ifa driver is required to be on duty in excess of his/her regular run for emergency purposes
(bomb scare), the driver will receive pay based on the driver's hourly rate.
.
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ARTICLE 28. ASSIGNMENT OF EXTRA TRIPSINOTIFICATION OF EXTRA
WORK
A. The Transportation Supervisor will attempt to assign regular drivers who have signed-
up for extra trips on a rotating basis, whenever possible, at his or her discretion, based on seniority.
Trips will be assigned to the head bus driver in rotation if there is no conflict with the schedule hours
he/she is needed to assist in the office. Any driver who refuses an extra trip must notify the
transportation supervisor within 24 hours of receipt of the extra trip in order to avoid a penalty. In
order to qualify for these assignments, drivers must sign the applicable list as provided by the District
on or before September 15th of each school year. In the event of conflict and/or emergency, the
Transportation Supervisor will retain sole discretion for assignment. New unit members will have
the option to sign-on if hired after September 15.
B.
hours pay.
All scheduled extra trips will be guaranteed a minimum of one and one-half (1 ~)
C. Regular special runs (i.e. midday driving), will be chosen by seniority and cannot
conflict with regular scheduled runs. Drivers shall sign-up for regular special runs. If, in the event
that a driver has a conflict for an available run, it will be assigned to the next senior driver with no
conflict. When the next run becomes available the rotation will return back up to the next senior
driver that was not available for the last run.
D. Notification of Extra Work
All jobs, other than driving, in the Transportation Department will be described (including
duties, responsibilities and time requirements), posted within the proper unit and will be open for
all qualified unit members to apply.
ARTICLE 29. GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
Part A. DEFINITIONS
1. Employer - New Paltz Central School District.
2. Employee/Grievant - Any unit employee as defined in Article 1.
3. Grievance-Defined as any violation, misinterpretation or an inequitable application
of a specific provision of this Agreement, excluding all matters otherwise reviewable by law by
either a court or administrative agency.
4. Time Limits - No grievance may be brought more than thirty (30) calendar days after
the occurrence of the act of condition upon which it is based or after the grievant knew or should
have known of said act or condition. Any grievance brought after more than the specified number
of days will be deemed to be waived, barred and outside of the grievance procedure. The failure to
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initiate a grievance within this time limit, or the failure to process a grievance to the next..step of the
grievance procedure within the time limit set forth, will constitute a waiver of such grievance, and
the grievance will not be processed through the grievance procedure thereafter.
5. Grievance Format - All grievances at each stage of this procedure must state the
following: the specific Contract clause alleged to have been violated, the name or names of the
aggrieved employees, a statement outlining when the District allegedly violated the Collective
Bargaining Agreement, in what manner, and what management employees were involved, and the
remedy or redress sought. Grievances will be processed on forms mutually agreed to.
6. General
(a) The exclusive remedy for disagreements which arise under this contract concerning
it's application or interpretation will be the grievance procedure set forth below.
(b) Time limits may only be extended by mutual agreement of the parties.
(c) If the District fails to respond within the contractual time limits to the Association
or its representatives or if the Association receives no response from the District, then it may pursue
the grievance to the next step in the grievance procedure.
PARTB
Stage 1 - The Association must present the grievance in writing to the immediate Supervisor
within thirty (30) calendar days after the occurrence of the act or condition upon which the grievance
is based or within thirty (30) calendar days after the grievant knew or should have known of the act
or condition upon which the grievance is based for possible resolution. The Supervisor shall meet
with the appropriate Association representative within seven (7) calendar days of receipt of the
grievance and render a written decision within seven (7) calendar days thereafter.
Stage 2 -Within fourteen (14) calendar days of the disposition of the grievance at Stage 1,
the Association representative may appeal the decision in writing, to the Superintendent of Schools
or his/her designee, who will hold a hearing within fourteen (14) calendar days after receipt of the
grievance. The Superintendent may be the spokesperson at such a hearing. The Superintendent or
his/her designee will respond, in writing, to the Association within fourteen (14) calendar days after
the hearing.
Stage 3 - If the Association is dissatisfied with the response at Stage 2, it may submit the
grievance to the Board of Education within fourteen (14) calendar days following receipt of the
decision at Stage 2. This shall be accomplished by sending the grievance and the District's response
to the Clerk of the Board, with copies to the Superintendent of Schools. The Board shall hold a
hearing within twenty-one (21) calendar days after receipt of the grievance and a written decision
shall be rendered within fourteen (14) calendar days of the hearing.
Stage 4 - If the Association is dissatisfied with the response at Stage 3, it may file the demand
with the American Arbitration Association (AAA). All demands for arbitration and all arbitrations
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shall be processed pursuant to the Voluntary Labor Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration
Association. The Arbitrator shall be without power or authority to make any decision which requires
the commission of any act prohibited by law or which is violative of the terms of this Agreement.
The arbitrator shall not have power to alter, add to, or detract from the provisions of this Agreement.
The cost of the services of the arbitrator will be divided equally between the District and the
Association. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on the parties.
ARTICLE 30. CONFORMITY TO LAW
A. If any provision of this Agreement is or will at any time be contrary to law, then such
provision will not be applicable or performed or enforced, except to the extent permitted by law. All
other provisions of this Agreement will continue in full force and effect for the duration of this
Contract.
B. It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of this Agreement requiring
legislative action to permit it's implementation by amendment of law or by providing the additional
funds therefor will not become effective until the appropriate legislative body has given approval.
ARTICLE 31. GENERAL CONTRACT PROVISIONS
A. The Association agrees that all negotiable items have been discussed during the
negotiations leading to this Agreement and agrees that negotiations will not be reopened on any;
item, whether contained in this Agreement or not, during the life of this Agreement.
B. It will be the prerogative of the District to initiate new policies not affecting or
changing matters contained in this Agreement in conformity with the Taylor Law.
ARTICLE 32. NOTIFICATION OF RESIGNATION
Employees who fail to provide thirty (30) days notice of resignation or retirement from a
position will forfeit two (2) days pay in their final paycheck.
ARTICLE 33. CONTRACTING OUT
The District shall have the right to sub-contract out-of-District non-public school and special
education runs, without having to negotiate the decision to do so.
Effective July 1,2001 the District shall also have the right to contract-out athletic runs and
field trips without having to negotiate the decision to do so as long as the following procedure is
utilized. Unit members (regular full-time and part-time drivers and the head bus driver) will be
offered athletic run and field trip assignments before such runs are covered by an outside
transportation company. Unit members assigned to regular bus runs will drive previously assigned
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after-school bus runs, regular school day assignments during the work day and weekend as..signments
if the District can secure substitutes to cover a unit member's regular assignment. In the event that
there are no substitutes available to cover a unit member's regular assignment, the unit member will
be required to cover his or her regular assignment and the District will have the right to contract-out
the extra trips. The District acknowledges its obligation to offer all bus run assignments that occur
on non-school days to bargaining unit members prior to any outside transportation company. In the
event that unit members and/or substitutes do not accept such runs, the District will have the right
to contract-out such runs. The District will have the right to contract-out all runs prior to using
mechanics. When an outside transportation company receives an assignment, unit members who are
adversely effected, if any, will be effected on the basis of inverse order of seniority.
ARTICLE 34. DURATION OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement will be in effect as of July 1, 2001 and will continue in effect until and
through June 30, 2005.
DATE: /~, .5 /-6 l'
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ARTICLE 1: RECOGNITION
SECTION 1. The District hereby recognizes the Communications Workers
of America, AFL-CIO as the exclusive bargaining agent for a unit consisting of
the following titles: Custodian, Custodial Workers, Groundsman I Maintenance
Operator, Building Maintenance person, School Chauffeur, Head Custodians,
Bus Mechanics and excluding itinerant substitutes, seasonal employees and all
other employees.
ARTICLE 2: DUES DEDUCTIONS
SECTION 1. Provided the Employer has received from an employee on
whose account such deductions are to be made, a signed, written request on a
payroll deduction authorization form, attached to and made apart of this
Agreement as Exhibit A, the Employer will deduct monthly from the employee's
wages, the amount specified in that request. The Employer will forward the
amount deducted to the Union's Secretary-Treasurer or his or her authorized
agent.
SECTION 2. Payroll deductions will be made in monthly pay periods for
properly executed deduction authorization forms received at the Employer's
.
headquarters on or before the fifth (5th)day of the preceding month. However,
the Employer assumes no responsibility to the employees or the Union for its
failure to make or for any errors made in making such deduction, but will make
such efforts as it deems appropriate to correct errors or omissions, if any.
SECTION 3. Deductions shall be remitted to the Union's Secretary-.
Treasurer, no later than twenty (20) days after the end of the proceeding month
during which deductions were made.
SECTION 4. The Employer agrees to furnish the Union's Secretary-
Treasurer, at the time it remits the dues deducted, a roster of all employees'
names, addresses, job classifications, social security numbers, monthly rates of
pay, dates of employment, marital status, dependents, and dues deducted or, if
no deduction was made, the reason for not making the deduction.
SECTION 5. An employee's authorization shall be automatically cancelled
upon termination of employment. An employee's authorization shall be
suspended upon a leave of absence in excess of thirty (30) calendar days.
SECTION 6. The Secretary-Treasurer of the Communications Workers of
America will certify any change in the amount of monthly Union dues to the
Employer. The Union shall give the Employer at least thirty (30) days notice of
any change in dues. A certificate, which changes the contribution due the Union,
shall become effective the first (15t) day of the month following the date the
Employer received such certification.
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-SECTION 7. In making the deductions and transmittals as specified, the
Employer shall rely upon the most recent communication from the Union as to
the rate of monthly dues and the proper amount of initiation fee.
SECTION 8. The written authorization referred to in this Article 2, shall be
irrevocable for the period of one (1) year or until the termination date of the
applicable Collective Bargaining Agreement between the Union and the
Employer, whichever is the shorter period.
SECTION 9. The Union agrees that it will indemnify and save the
Employer harmless against any and all actions, claims, demands, losses, or
expenses including reasonable attorney's fees, in any matter resulting from any
action taken by the Employer at the request of the Union under this Article 2.
SECTION 10. Any information required by this Article 2 about employee
names, addresses, etc., ,shall be limited to that information currently available
and furnished on computer printouts of the Employer.
ARTICLE 3: DEFINITIONS
SECTION 1. Part-time and full-time employees: The term full-time
employee in this Agreement is an employee who works a minimum of twenty (20)
straight time hours per week. A part-time employee is an employee who works
less than twenty (20) hours per week.
SECTION2. Itinerant Substitutes: An itinerant substitute is an individual
hired to replace a regular employee on a temporary basis. Itinerant substitutes
are not covered by this Agreement. The District is prohibited from emploving
an itinerant substitute in any other circumstance other than to replace a
regular employee on a temporary basis. Notwithstandina the above. the
District may hire a temporary emergency substitute in an unencumbered
position for a period of up to three (3) months to handle temporary
emerQency circumstances. A temporary emergency substitute may be
renewed for a maximum period of an additional three (3) months.
Temporary emeraencv substitutes are not covered by this Aareement.
IlliLPistrict wilLmilify the Union's Business Agent of a,1 bargalnjna un!t
absences in excess of trurty (30) days. li.§!jng the name of the absenUill.!!
member and the name(s) of the itinerant substitute(s) wtlo is rep~ng the
unit member. The District will also notify the Union's Business Agent of the
hirina of all temporary emergency substitutes. the reason they were hired
and the expected release date.
If the Employer allows an individual who is neither a temporary itinerant
substitute nor a temporary emergency substitute to work in an
unencumbered position for ninety (90) consecutive calendar days. t~
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-ninety-first
SECTION 3. Seasonal Employees: A seasonal employee is an employee
who is hired for a specific duration of no more than twelve (12) consecutive
weeks during the Christmas, Easter, or summer recess periods. Seasonal
employees are not covered by this Agreement.
SECTION 4. Part-time to full-time: A part-time employee who is
appointed to a full-time position shall be entitled to the benefits of that position
based upon the date of appointment to the full-time position.
SECTION 5. Part-time positions: The District will not take a full-time unit
position and split it into two (2) or more part-time positions.
SECTION 6. Regularly employed employees shall not be entitled to
benefits until completion of thirty (30) continuous days of work.
ARTICLE 4. UNION RIGHTS
SECTION 1. Any employee from the unit designated by the Union shall be
allowed time off to attend National, State or Local Union meetings, conferences
or conventions. Such leave shall be without pay but will not affect the
employee's seniority or other benefits. A total of ten (10) working days off per
year is allowed for the unit.
SECTION 2. The District will provide a bulletin board in each of the four
(4) school buildings for the posting of official Union notices or bulletins. Such
material must deal with the proper and legitimate business of the Union. The
material must be signed or the source of such material must be identifiable. The
District shall not be responsible for the contents of such material.
ARTICLE 5: EMPLOYMENT POSITIONS
SECTION 1. An announcement of all vacancies and newly created
positions, legal notices (e.g., civil service tests, board meetings, etc.) will be
posted on the appropriate bulletin boards at all reporting locations. The posting
shall include the intended; reporting location(s), hours of work and shift, if
applicable. Postings shall be made at least five (5) working days in advance of
closing date for filling the position, the day of testing or meeting. Volunteers from
within the unit will be given an opportunity to apply for and be given an interview
for any vacant position that is covered by the Collective Bargaining Agreement.
However, the District is not obligated to select any such volunteer.
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SECTION 2. When an individual is promoted within the bargaining unit,
he/she shall be placed at the lowest step that will result in a raise to the
individual.
ARTICLE 6: VACATION TIME
SECTION 1. Full-time employ~es will be entitled to vacation with pa~.
Vacation shall accrue based upon full school calendar years (July 1st
- June 30 )
of employment as follows:
. Ten (10 days each year for the first four (4) continuous school calendar
years of their employment;
. Fifteen (15) days during the fifth (5th)through the ninth full school calendar
years of their employment; and
. Twenty (20) days for the tenth and subsequent school calendar years of
their employment.
SECTION 2. All employees starting after July 1st in any given year shall
be entitled to accrued vacation days at the rate of 5/6th of a day per month.
Thereafter, employees shall accrue vacation in accordance with the above
schedule.
SECTION 3. At least six (6) months of initial employment must be worked
before the first vacation day can be taken.
SECTION 4. Only up to ten (10) vacation days can be carried over from
one school year to the next school year.
SECTION 5. The scheduling of vacation must be approved by the
Superintendent of Schools or his or her designee.
SECTION 6.
days each year.
Part-time employees shall be entitled to ten (10) vacation
. Such time shall be with pay.
. Vacation days cannot be carried over,
. At least six (6) months of initial employment must be worked before the
first vacation day can be taken,
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ARTICLE 7: JURY DUTY LEA VE
SECTION1. Any employee summoned to perform jury duty shall be
granted a temporary leave of absence with full pay. This temporary leave of
absence will not be charged to any form of leave contractually granted.
SECTION 2. It is understood that whenever possible, an employee shall
delay or schedule jury duty so as to minimize conflict with regular school
activities.
SECTION 3. Any employee on jury duty shall, upon receipt of the
summons, notify their immediate Supervisor.
SECTION 4. The employee shall present to the District a certificate from
the clerk of the court stating the date jury duty began and the date jury duty
ended.
SECTION 5. Deleted.
SECTION 6. Any employee who feels that jury service will interfere with
professional commitments to the District may request a letter of excuse from the
Superintendent to be sent to the clerk of the court.
SECTION 7. An employee excused from jury duty before noon on any.day
of jury service is expected to report to work for the remainder of the scheduled
day.
ARTICLE 8: BUSINESS LEA VE
SECTION1. Full-time employees may be granted two (2) business leave
days a year with pay at the discretion of the Director of School Facilities and
Operations or the Director of Transportation.
SECTION 2. Part-time employees may be granted one (1) business leave
days a year with pay at the discretion of the Director of School Facilities and
Operations or the Director of Transportation.
SECTION 3. Requests for business days must be received at least two
(2) days, when possible, prior to the date requested and must state the reason
for the request. Such requests may be placed in a sealed envelope, marked
"Confidential- Attention Superintendent".
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"SECTION 4. Business leave shall be used only for business that cannot
be done outside of the regular workday or workweek, such as:
a. court appearances;
b. house closings;
c. consultation with a lawyer.
ARTICLE 9: LEA VE OF ABSENCE
SECTION 1: Any employee may be aranted a leave of absence.
~hout pay. not to excee~ one U) year. willL1he approva~
Superintendent of Schools. Except in cases of emergencies, such leave
reQuests must be submitted. in writing. to the Superintendent. at least six
(6) weeks prior to the desired leave date. setting forth both leave
commencement and termination dates. and notice of intention to return
from leave must be submitted to the Superintendent. at least sixty ~
before the leave termination date. Any emplovee who fails to return to work
on the leave return date shall be deemed to 'have voluntarily Quit from
his/her position and there shall be no reQuirement for the employer to
conduct a hearina regarding such matter. It is understood that employees
will not accrue any benefits durina any unpaid leaves of absence.
ARTICLE 10: BEREA VEMENT LEA VE
SECTION 1. In the event of a death in an employee's immediate family,
both full-time and part-time employees may take up to five (5) days bereavement
leave with pay. Immediate family is defined as the employee's spouse, child, and
mother, father, brother, sister, mother-in-law, father-in-law, grandparents or
significant other residing in the household.
SECTION 2. In the event of a death of an aunt, uncle, niece, nephew, or
grandchild said employee may take up to three (3) days bereavement leave with
pay.
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ARTICLE 11: SICK LEA VE
SECTION 1. £mIDoyees wilLbe QrantecULfteen(15) sick days per year
at the beginning of each year. Sick days can be accumulated up to two
b.!.ffi.gredtwenty (220) days in total. Additionally. the District agrees to enroll
in and assume the cost of the New York State Disability Plan.
SECTION 2. The District reserves the right to reQuest a written
statement supported_by a doctor's certificate after three (3) days of
successive absence or at any time if there is suspected employee abuse. A
nominal fee not to exceed the doctor's office visit less any amount
reimbursed through insurance shall be paid by the District to defray the
cost of this certificate.
SECTION 3. Any employee shall be able to transfer sick leave up to a
maximum of two (2) days to any other employee who has used up all
accumulated sick leave per annum. The employee shall notify the District
within three (3) days following termination of accumulated sick leave if a
donation is forthcoming. A form will be provided by the District for the
donation of leave.
SECTION 4. Any employee may elect to receive an amount eQual to
one (1) day's pay for each of the first five (5) days not used.
SECTION 5. Upon retirement. thirty doUars ($30.00) for eactuJay. up
to two hundred and twenty (220) days.
SECTION 6. Effective July 1. 2001. emplovees will receive a one-time
conversion of sick leave accruals in accordance with the sick leave
benefits schedule set forth in the 1997-2000 Collective Bargaining
Agreement (e.g.. employee in his/her 10th year will rece~25 sic~avs).ln
addition. all unused sick leave accruals from 2000-01 and all unused sick
leave accruals from the time before the sick leave benefits schedule was
developed will be added to each employee's accruals.
SECTION 7. When Worker's Compensation salary reimbursement
payments are received by the District. sick leave days shall be reinstated to
the employee's credit on a pro-rata basis utilizing the value that the
reimbursement bears when measured against the emplovee's per diem
rate.
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ARTICLE 12: FA MIL Y LEA VE
SECTION 1. In the event of severe illness in any employee's family, said
employee shall be entitled to a family leave up to five (5) days with pay if he/she
has unused personal days or vacation. If the employee has no accumulated
personal days or vacation, family leave will be granted without pay at the
discretion of the Superintendent of Schools or his or her desiQnee.
SECTION 2. If additional family leave days are requested, the
Superintendent of Schools or his or her designee may grant them without pay~
ARTICLE 13: EMERGENCY LEA VE
SECTON 1. Emergency leave may be granted at the discretion of the
Director of School Facilities and Operations. the Director of Transportation.
or immediate supervisor. An emergency is defined as an unexpected event of
severe nature which occurs during the employee's normal workday and which is
of a short duration. Emergency leave is with pay. The employee will be
expected, however, to make up an equivalent amount of time, the schedule of
which must be agreed upon between the employee and his/her immediate
supervisor.
ARTICLE 14: RELIGIOUS LEA VE
SECTION 1: Days taken off for religious observance(s) will not be
charged against sick or personal leave, provided notice is given to the
Department Head and provided that the tenets of the employee's religion prohibit
the employee from working on such day. This provision shall be limited to a
maximum of three (3) days per year.
ARTICLE 15: ATTENDANCE
SECTION 1: Employees with perfect attendance for the fiscal year, July
1st through June 30th, shall receive a three hundred ($300.00) dollar bonus
payable on or before July 31st. Persons with only one (1) day's absence during
this period shall receive a two hundred ($200.00) dollar bonus payable on or
before July 31st. The first year will be pro-rated.
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ARTICLE 16: HEAL TH INSURANCE
SECTION 1. The Board of Education of the New Paltz Central School
District of the State of New York elects to participate as a participant employer in
the State Employee's Health Insurance Plan (or another insurance plan providing
comparable coverage in which case the District would negotiate the impact of
such a change) and includes in such plan all full-time unit employees, as defined
in Article 2, and/or retired unit employees hired before July 1, 1979, subject to
and in accordance with the provisions of Article 7 of the Civil Service Law and the
regulations of the Health Insurance Board, as presently existing or hereafter
amended, together with such provisions of the insurance contracts as may be
approved by the Health Insurance Board and any administrative rule or directive
governing the plan.
SECTION 2. The Board of Education agrees to contribute toward
health insurance at the rate of ninety-five percent (95%) toward.Jndividual
coveraqe and.-njnety percent (900/0) toward depen~ent coverage on the
statewide plan, or a comparable percentage on another plan for all
employees as stated in Section 1, above.
SECTION 3. To retain coverage while on a non-salaried leave, the
employee must assume all costs and pay for the coverage.
SECTION 4. Unit employees who retire from the New Paltz Central
School District after ten (10) years of continuous service will be entitled to he,alth
insurance. Retired employees will be covered at a rate of ninety-five (95%)
percent and eighty five (850/0)percent towards the cost of family coverage.
SECTION 5. In reference to Section 1 above, the parties agree that the
District may substitute the Dutchess Educational Health Insurance UAlternative
Plan" in place of the State Employees' Health Insurance Plan without any further
negotiations obligation.
SECTION 6. Effective July 1, 2001, the District will reimburse individual
unit members who purchase prescription protective industrial rated eye wear up
to the following maximum amount per year: 75.00 for sin Ie vision. 100.00
for bifocals: and $115.00 for trifocals. The unit officers will maintain a list of
qualified vendors.
SECTION 7. On or before May 1st of each school year, unit members
who are eligible for health insurance benefits shall inform the District of
their decision to opt-out of the District's health insurance plan, effective
July 1st. In return' for opting-out the member shall receive a payment of
twelve hundred d..QUars(ti ,200.00), payaQJe at the rate of one ~
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-QQllars ($100.00) per month in the last paycheck of each month. the
employee must provide proof of other coverage.
ARTICLE 17: DENTAL PLAN
SECTION 1. The District shall annually appropriate an amount not to
exceed seven hund~twenty-tive dollars ($725) per unit mem~
effective Jul 1st 2001 and seven hundred and tift dollars 750 effective
July 1st 2002 to be used for bargaining unit members to participate in the
dental plan chosen and mutually agreed upon by both parties. Each
employee enrolled in the dental plan shall pay any costs beyond the District
appropriation. .
SECTION 2. If the plan is changed during the year, it is understood that
any contribution already made by the District to the preceding plan shall be
credited against the yearly contribution.
ARTICLE 18: HOURS OF EMPLOYMENT
SECTION 1. The normal workweek for a full-time employee will be forty
(40) hours per week.
SECTION 2. Night shift personnel will work thirty-seven and one half (37-
1/2) hours per week.
SECTION 3. The District will determine both the hours and days to be
worked and the deployment of all members of the unit. If the District establishes
a workweek that includes Saturday as a regularly scheduled workday, employees
assigned to such a workweek will receive a fifteen percent (150/0)differential for
hours worked on Saturday only. This differential shall not be included in
determining the employee's regular hourly rate of pay. The District will notify the
employees at least two (2) weeks prior to any permanent change in his/her
regular shift, absent of extenuating circumstances. Employees who are regularly
assigned a work week which includes a Saturday as a regularly scheduled
workday, will be expected to have flexible work shifts on Saturdays which may be
arranged around scheduled activities. The immediate supervisor will approve all
work schedule changes.
SECTION 4. No employee will be scheduled for a workweek, which
includes Saturday as a regularly scheduled workday, for more than three (3)
consecutive weeks at a time and it will be rotated within each job classification at
each location.
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-SECTION 5. It is understood and agreed that Building checks are not
subject to Sections 3 and 4.
ARTICLE 19: OVERTIME
SECTION 1. All overtime pay shall be calculated by dividing the'
employee's annual salary by two thousand and eighty (2,080) hours.
SECTION 2. Any hours worked in excess of forty (40) hours per week
(thirty-seven and one half <37 %> in the case of night shift personnel) shall be
paid at the rate of time and one-half (1 ~) the employee's regular rate of pay.
Notwithstanding the above, night shift personnel who are assigned to work a day
shift for emergency reasons will be paid at the rate of time and one-half (1 %) of
the employee's regular rate of pay for all hours worked in excess of seven and
one-half (7 %) per day.
SECTION 3. Any hours worked on a Sunday will be paid at the rate of
twice (2) the employee's regular rate of pay, and any holidays worked will be paid
at twice (2) the regular hourly rate in addition to his/her regular days pay.
SECTION 4. There shall be no pyramiding of overtime.
SECTION 5. An overtime list of employees will be established for each
work location. Overtime shall be assigned on a rotational basis by inverse order
of seniority using the overtime list. If the first employee to be assigned does not
wish to work, a volunteer will be sought by order of seniority. If there is no
volunteer, the first employee will be assigned to work the overtime. .
Notwithstanding the above, the Director of School Facilities and Operations
shall have the right to deviate from the seniority list based upon the ability of a
particular unit member to perform the required overtime task.
SECTION 6. Any emplovee who is called in to work will receive a
minimum payment of two (2) hours wages.
SECTION 7. Sick time will not be counted as hours worked for
purposes of computing overtime.
ARTICLE 20: WAGES
SECTION 1. Effective July 1st. 2000, the salary schedule below will be
created for all titles in the bargaining unit. Placement of bargaining unit members
on the salary schedule in the 2000-2001 school year will be governed by the
schedule below.
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Auto Mechanic I Maintenance A
Step: 2000 - 2001 2001 - 2002 2002 - 2003 2003 -2004
1 $ 25,121 $ 25,749 $ 26,522 $ 27,317
2 25,718 26,361 27,152 27,966
3 26,274 26,931 27,739 28,571
4 27,028 27,704 28,535 29,391
5 27,783 28,477 29,331 30,211
6 28,536 29,249 30,127 31,030
7 29,289 30,021 30,922 31,849
8 30,636 31,785 33,056 34,048
Head Custodian
Step: 2000 - 2001 2001 - 2002 2002 - 2003 2003 - 2004
1 $ 26,644 $ 27,310 $ 28,129 $ 28,973
2 27,077 27,754 28,587 29,444
3 27,566 28,256 29,103 29,976
4 28,213 28,918 29,786 30,679
5 28,859 29,581 30,468 31,382
6 29,505 30,243 31,150 32,084
7 30,151 30,904 31,831 32,786
8 31,404 32,582 33,885 34,901
Maintenance B I Grounds I Driver - Messenger
Step: 2000 - 2001 2001 - 2002 2002 - 2003 2003 - 2004
1 $ 21,924 $ 22,472 $23,146 $ 23,841
2 22,373 22,932 23,620 24,329
3 22,721 23,289 23,987 24,707
4 23,260 23,841 24,556 25,293 .
5 23,798 24,393 25,124 25,878
6 24,337 24,945 25,693 26,464
7 24,875 25,496 26,262 27,049
8 25,914 26,886 27,962 28,800
Custodian
Step: 2000 - 2001 2001 - 2002 2002 - 2003 2003 - 2004
1 $ 21,472 $ 22,009 $ 22,669 $ 23,349
2 21,928 22,476 23,151 23,845
3 22,368 22,927 23,615 24,323
4 22,882 23,454 24,158 24,883
5 23,367 23,951 24,670 25,410
6 23,851 24,448 25,181 25,937
7 24,336 24.944 25,692 26,464
8 25,310 26,259 27,309 28,129
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Custodial Worker
Step: 2000 - 2001 2001 - 2002 2002 - 2003 2003 - 2004
1 $ 19,590 $ 20,079 $ 20,682 $ 21,302
2 20,021 20,521 21,137 21,771
3 20,352 20,861 21,486 22,131
4 20,782 21,302 21,941 22,599
5 21,214 21,744 22,396 23,069
6 21,644 22,185 22,851 23,536
7 22,074 22,626 23,305 24,004
8 22,949 23,810 24,762 25,505
Section 1A: Any employee whose base salarv exceeds the salarv
schedule will receive an increase of three and one-half percent (3.50/0)in
2000-2001, three and three quarters percent (3.75%) in 2001-2002, four
percent (40/0)in 2002-2003 and three percent (3%) in 2003-2004.
SECTION 2. The District reserves the right to hire employees at any step
of the salary schedule.
SECTION 3. BuildinQ Checks: Head Custodians Only
It is understood and agreed that, per present practices routing building checks on
holidays and weekends are part of the employee's regular job responsibility and
that none of the overtime provisions in the contract shall apply to such rOl)tine
building checks. The buildinQ check compensation will be two thousand one
hundred dollars ($2,100.00) effective July 1st 2001 and two thousand two
hundred dollars ($2,200.00) effective July 1st, 2002 per year.
If in the course of making a routine building check, the employee is required to
actually perform repair work or other additional work, not part of a routine check,
then the employee will be compensated for the actual time spent in performing
repair work or the additional work at the applicable overtime rate.
Effective in the 2001-02 school year, head custodians will be relieved of
their buildinQ check assiQnment when a unit member is assianed to work in
a buildinQ after 2:00 P.M. on a weekend or holiday; provided, however,
there shall continue to be a minimum of 100 buildinQ checks performed
July 1st throuQh June 30th of each fiscal year.
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SECTION 4. Longevity Pay
Effective 2001-02
5 + Years $ 500
9 + Years 700
14 + Years 900
20 + Years 1,000
ARTICLE 21: HOLIDA YS
SECTION 1. Unit employees are guaranteed sixteen (16) holidays off with
pay each contract year.
SECTION 2. The following days will comprise the sixteen (16) holidays:
Labor Day
Veterans Day
Thanksgiving Day
Day After Thanksgiving
Christmas Day
New Year's Day
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
Good Friday
Memorial Day
Independence Day
Six (6) District designated holidays
SECTION 3. If any of the listed holidays falls on a Saturday or Sunday,
the IIholiday" will be observed on another day designated by the District.
SECTION 4. The District designated holidays will be established per the
school calendar and the needs of the District by June 30th of each year, and the
Union will be advised as to the designation of those days.
SECTION 5. If an employee is regularly scheduled to work on Saturday,
his/her schedule shall be adjusted so that the employee receives no more and no
less than the guaranteed sixteen (16) holidays off with pay each contract year.
SECTION 6.
with pay:
Part-time employees"are entitled to the following holidays off
New Year's Day
Independence Day
Thanksgiving Day
Christmas Day
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Part-time employees will not be required to work on the other holidays listed in
Section 2 above, but will not be paid for that time.
ARTICLE .22: TUITION AID PLAN
SECTION 1. The District shall pay the full cost of sending unit members to
job-related training programs, which are required by the Employer.
SECTION 2. Bargaining unit members shall be reimbursed for one
hundred percent (100%) of the tuition costs for college course work up to the per
credit rate of S.U.N.Y. New Paltz, upon producing satisfactory evidence of course
completion with a grade of liB" or better. Tuition reimbursement shall be limited
to six (6) credits per semester. To be entitled to this benefit, the course work
taken must be approved in advance, by the Superintendent of Schools.
ARTICLE 23: TRA VEL
SECTION 1. The District shall designate the place at which the employee
is required .to report to work. This shall be deemed the employee's work location.
SECTION 2. Once the employee reports to work, as scheduled or as
assigned by the District, any time spent subsequent thereto in traveling from one
assignment to another or from the work location to another location shall be
considered as time worked if the employee was directed by the District to do so.
SECTION 3. If an employee is directed by the District to spend time
traveling on District business immediately prior to or after the employee's
scheduled or assigned hours, such time shall be considered as time worked;
however, this shall not apply to time spent by the employee in commuting from
his/her home to the work location.
SECTION 4. If an employee is temporarily assigned to another work
location, the time spent in traveling from the employee's usual work location to
the temporary work location shall be considered as time worked; however, this
shall not apply to time spent by the employee in commuting from his/her home to
the work location.
SECTION 5.
time worked.
Travel time shall be paid for on the same basis as actual
SECTION 6. Once an employee reports to his/her work location, the
employee will be reimbursed at the rate at the amount established bv the
Board of Education at the reorganization meeting per mile if the employee is
directed by the Department Head to use the employee's personal vehicle for
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-school district business or travel to another work site. Mileagewill be calculated
to and from the employee's work location.
SECTION 7. If an employee expends money for parking or tolls while on
authorized school district business, the employee shall be reimbursed for same
upon presentation of valid receipts.
SECTION 8. It is understood that an employee performing a building
check is not entitled to mileage reimbursement.
ARTICLE 24: UNIFORMS
SECTION 1. Each fiscal year, the District will provide each unit member
with five (5) summer shirts, five (5) winter shirts, and five (5) work pants. Snow
gear will be available on location to be used by employee when designate~ by
the Director of School Facilities & Operations. Rubber boots will be available
on location for use other than snow removal by employees and when deemed
appropriate by the Director of School Facilities & Operations. Effective July
1st. 2001. each year an employee will have the option of receiving a winter
iacket or a thermal vest from the District.
SECTION 2. Once each year, one (1) complete uniform consisting of one
(1) summer shirt, one (1) winter shirt plus one (1) pair of work pants may be
traded for one (1) outside jacket.
SECTION 3. Each unit employee will receive uniforms no later than
September 30th of each year. Employees hired after November 15th Shall
receive their uniform within thirty (30) calendar days after date of employment.
SECTION 4. Effective July 1st. 2001. employees will be reimbursed UP
to one hundred dollars ($100.00) per year for industrial work boots.
provided the employee submits a proper receipt.
ARTICLE 25: TERMINA TION OF SERVICE
SECTION 1. Should an employee's service be terminated for any reason,
the school district will pay the employee for his/her unused vacation days on a
pro-rated basis.
SECTION 2. An employee who resigns must give the District at least four
(4) weeks notice of his/her intent to resign prior to the effective resignation date
in order to be eligible to receive his/her unused vacation days in accordance with
Section 1 above.
-.-
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-SECTION 3. Employees will receive four (4) weeks notice in the event of
a lay-off. This provision does not apply to lay-off for disciplinary reasons.
SECTION 4. In the event of a layoff, employees will be laid off by order of
inverse seniority, in the affected job title(s).
ARTICLE 26: SEPARA TION BONUS
SECTION 1. Deleted. See Article 11. Section 5.
ARTICLE 27: DISCIPLINE
SECTION 1. Employees shall have the right to have a Union
representative at any meeting, which could lead to discipline up to and including
dismissal. .
SECTION 2. Where the District imposes, or intends to impose discipline, it
shall advise the employee of his/her right to have a Union representative, as
witness or as an advisor, during such meeting(s).
SECTION 3. The employee and/or the Union my request, and receive a
copy of any recordings of a disciplinary meeting or charges made against the
employee
SECTION 4. Upon request and with reasonable notice, any employee
shall have an opportunity to review and examine his/her personnel file. .The
District has the right to have such review and examination take place in the
presence of a designated official. The District shall honor the request of any
employee for one (1) copy, at the standard fee, of pertinent documents from
his/her file. If any material is placed in one's personnel file, a copy of such
material must be sent to the employee who may then file a written response of
reasonable length to be attached and retained with the material in question in
his/her personnel file. Such a response must be received in the District Office
within thirty (30) calendar days of receipt of the material.
SECTION 5. All bargaining unit members who are permanently appointed
to their positions (excluding probationary, provisional and temporary employees)
shall not be subject to disciplinary action, unless the employer has a reasonable
basis for the discipline. However, the parties agree that a letter of reprimand
may be written by the employer and grieved to the highest internal stage of the
grievance procedure, but shall not be subject to arbitration under the
grievance/arbitration provision of this agreement. The employee shall have the
right to attach a written response to any letter or reprimand which is placed in
his/her personnel file. Notwithstandina the above. all bargainina unit
members hired on or after ratification of this Agreement in non-competitive
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and labor class positions who are permanently appointed to their positions
for a period of two (2) consecutive years (excludinQ probationary,
rovisional and tern ora em 10 ees shall not be sub. ect to disci lina
action, unless the employer has a reasonable basis for the discipline.
SECTION 6. Pursuant to the provisions of this Article, which shall
supersede and be in lieu of any other rights to disciplinary proceedings provided
for in statute, or which may be inferred by law, the employer may dismiss or
suspend bargaining unit members without pay, subject to their rights, where
applicable, to file for arbitration before one of the following arbitrators,who shall
be subject to removal from this panel at the demand of either of the parties.
1. Herbert Haber 2. Jonathan Liebowitz 3. David Stein
SECTION 7. The Arbitrator shall be selected upon the basis of first
availability, and to the extent practicable, on a rotating basis. If none of the
above are available, the parties shall seek the appointment of an arbitrator
through the expedited procedures of the American Arbitration Association's
labor Arbitration Panel. The arbitrator, upon finding disciplinary action to be
unreasonable, shall have the power to affix some other discipline or decide that
no discipline should have been imposed.
SECTION 8. In the event that the discipline imposed by the Employer
exceeds that determined by the arbitrator, the back pay, which shall be due to
the employee, shall be subject to an offset for unemployment insurance and
substitute earnings, if any.
SECTION 9. In the event that the Employer imposes a discipline of
dismissal or suspension without pay in excess of three (3) months, any grievance
to enforce the rights provided for in 'this Article must be filed at the arbitration
state of Article 28 of this Agreement, in writing, within ten (10) calendar days of
the imposition of the discipline by the Employer. In the event that the discipline
imposed calls for less than three (3) month suspension without pay, a grievance,
pursuant to the provisions of this Article may be filed by following the regular
procedures of Article 28 of this Agreement.
ARTICLE 28: GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE'
SECTION 1.
EMPLOYER:
DEFINITIONS:
New Paltz Central School District
EMPLOYER I GRIEVANT: Any unit employee as defined in Article 1.
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GRIEVANCE: Defined as any violation, misinterpretation, or an inequitable
application of a specific provision of this Agreement, excluding all matters
otherwise reviewable at law by either a court or an administrative agency.
TIME LIMITS: No grievance may be brought more than thirty (30) calendar
days after the occurrence of the act or condition upon which it is based or after
the grievant knew or should have known of said act or condition. Any grievance
brought after more than the specified number of days shall be deemed to be
waived, barred and outside of the grievance procedure. The failure to initiate a
grievance within this time limit, or the failure to process a grievance to the next
step of the grievance procedure within the time limits set forth, shall constitute a
waiver of such grievance, and the grievance shall not be processed through the
grievance procedure thereafter. Notwithstanding the above, the time limits for
processing disciplinary grievances shall be a set forth as in Article 27, Section 9.
GRIEVANCE FORMAT: All grievances at each stage of this procedure, must
state the following:
. the specific contract clause alleged to have been violated;
. the name or names of the aggrieved employees;
. a statement outlining when the District allegedly violated the Collective
Bargaining Agreement, in what manner, and what management
employees were involved;
. the remedy or redress sought.
Grievances shall be processed on forms mutually agreed to.
GENERAL:
. The exclusive remedy for disagreements that arise under this Contract
concerning its application or interpretation shall be the grievance
procedure set forth below.
. Time limits may only be extended by mutual written agreement of the
parties;
. If the District fails to respond within the contractual time limits to the Union
or its representatives, or if the Union receives no response from the
District, then it may pursue the grievance to the next step in the grievance
procedure.
PART B -STAGES
STAGE 1: The Union must present the grievance in writing to the immediate
Supervisor within thirty (30) calendar days after the occurrence of the act or
condition upon which the grievance is based, or within thirty (30) calendar days
after the grievant knew, or should have known, of the act or condition upon which
the grievance is based for possible resolution. The Supervisor shall meet with
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-the appropriate Union representative within seven (7) calendar days of
submission of the grievance and render a written decision with seven (7)
calendar days thereafter.
STAGE 2: Within fourteen (14) calendar days of the disposition of the
grievance at Stage 1, the Union representative may appeal the decision in
writing, to the Superintendent or his or her designee, who will hold a hearing
fourteen (14) calendar days after receipt of the grievance. The Superintendent
may be the spokesperson at such a hearing. The Administrator will respond, in
writing, to the Union within fourteen (14) calendar days after the hearing.
STAGE 3: If the Union is dissatisfied with the response at Stage 2, it may
submit the grievance to the Board of Education within fourteen (14) calendar
days following receipt of the decision at Stage 2. This shall be accomplished by
sending the grievance and the District's response to the Clerk of the Board, with
copies to the Superintendent of Schools. The Board shall hold a hearing within
twenty-one (21) calendar days after receipt of the grievance and a written
decision shall be rendered within fourteen (14) calendar days of the hearing.
STAGE 4: C.W.A., Local 1103, shall file the Demand to Arbitrate before one
of the arbitrators listed in Article 27, Section 6, pursuant to the process described
in that Article at Sections 6 & 7. .
The arbitrator shall be without power of authority to make any decision that
requires the commission of any act prohibited by law or which is a violation of the
terms of this Agreement. The arbitrator shall have no power to alter, add to, or
detract from the provisions of this Agreement; provided, however, that the
arbitrators powers in a disciplinary case shall be governed by the provisions of
Article 27, Sections 7 & 8.
The cost of the services of the arbitrator will be divided equally between the
District and the Union.
The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on the parties.
ARTICLE 29: CONFORMITY TO LA W
SECTION 1. In the event that any Article or portion of this contract is
declared invalid or illegal, by any court of competent jurisdiction or by any rule
and regulation or law of a Federal, State or Municipal agency, only the Article or
portion of this contract found invalid or illegal shall be invalidated and the rest of
the provisions of this contract shall remain in full force and effect.
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ARTICLE 30: NEGOTIA TIONS
SECTION 1. The parties agree that all negotiable items have been
discussed during the negotiations leading up to this Agreement and that
negotiations will not be reopened on any item whether contained in this
Agreement or not, during the life of this Agreement unless both parties mutually
agree.
ARTICLE 31: LEGISLA TIVE AUTHORITY
SECTION 1. It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of
this agreement requiring legislative action to permit its implementation by
amendment of law or by providing the additional funds therefore, shall not
become effective until the appropriate legislative body has given approval.
ARTICLE 32: COUNTY STATE OF EMERGENCY DA YS
SECTION 1. On days that employees are prohibited from driving on Ulster
County roads due to a County declared State of Emergency, employees are not
expected to report to work and will not receive a reduction in pay for not
attending work that day.
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ARTICLE 33: DURA TION OF AGREEMENT
SECTION 1. This Agreement shall be effective as of July 1, 2000 and
shall continue in effect until and through June 30, 2004.
FOR THE COMMUNICATIONS
WORKERS OF AMERICA,
AFL-CIO:
FOR THE NEW PALTZ
CENTRAL SCHOOL
DISTRICT:
clJjyL£L-
~~.
~~~-------
~~~~~
DATE EXECUTED:
9 - ~I -'0 I
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